
Allscripts® Practice 
Management
Improving financial and operational workflows across 
your practice can be a challenge. You’re working to 
maximize provider schedules, improve reimbursement, 
succeed in alternative payment models, drive value-
based care, minimize claim errors and secure data 
access—all while providing the best possible patient 
care. It’s not easy. But with the right partner with deep 
expertise and resources to help, you can strengthen your 
practice’s financial and operational foundation.

Allscripts Practice Management is a comprehensive 
revenue cycle management solution for physician 
practices of all sizes and specialties, including those 
associated with health systems as provider-based 
practices. It boosts practices’ operational efficiencies and 
productivity by helping manage scheduling, collections, 
claims and denials.

Flexible scheduling options offer the ability to freeze and release schedules, 
while also enabling users to switch appointment time slot availability 
days in advance or within the same day to ensure greater efficiency.

Advanced check-in features streamline front-desk processes. Front-
desk operators have options to enable guided workflows that improve 
the collection rate and process, while also having a centralized area to 
view eligibility status and respond directly from the Quick Pay dialog, 
which assists with collecting the correct amount due for each visit.

Our Guided Scheduling feature uses artificial intelligence to ensure 
schedules are optimized. To do this, it leverages data to meet overall 
business goals while driving additional revenue, reducing schedule 
churn and automating individual provider scheduling preferences.

Easily access real-time information on charges, payments, claim statuses, 
current A/R aging and coding trends to help measure financial performance.

Enhance patient contact data using our Address Verification 
feature powered by Melissa Data. This feature ensures patient 
address information is standardized and captured accurately 
at the point of care, providing quality patient data.

Create Tasks based on various criteria found on a voucher and deliver 
qualifying vouchers to a Tasking Queue that can be assigned to an operator 
or an operator group for review and action in Of�ce Manager prior to claim 
submission.

Highlights of Allscripts Practice Management:

To learn more, visit allscripts.com

System Rule Manager enables users to create rules that can invoke
change on vouchers before a claim is created, while also delivering the
ability to qualify items based on various criteria found on a voucher, such
as provider, payer, department, procedure code, diagnosis code, etc.


